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About This Game

Starship Clicker is a clicker with a twist - it's a race against time!

Whoosh through the galaxy and shoot to earn Dust - spend Dust on upgrades to generate more Dust. Amass lots of Dust to
advance through space, hopping from planet to planet. If you advance fast enough, who knows what'll happen?!

Thank you for visiting this page. This is my first finished game to be released on Steam. I'll do my best to address any issues -
please let me know in the forums.

Features

Clicking

Space

A spaceship

Neon lasers

Planets

Steam Achievements
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graphics are a little overly simple with a static background has fun music though. if your looking for a cheap bullet hell type
game pick it up. if you dont know what bullet hell means stay away.

Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com. Do not, under any circumstances, buy this game. The concept seems good
enough, it is supposed to be a RPG/"Turn Based" Tactical Game. Unfortunately the game is so riddled with bugs that I can not
test that claim. I tried the tutorial to attempt to learn the somewhat odd control scheme. Objective 1, knock out the guard and
take his key and gun. Done, objective 2, kill the second guard, obje...... wait, I can't complete the 2nd objective! It won't let me
attack the guard! It just gives the same useless hint over and over. So.... buggy? I restart the tutorial. I make it even less far. The
roof of the building doesn't dissapear after the intro text this time, so I have no way of controlling my character and furthering
the game..... Don't waste your precious money, bandwidth, or hard drive space on this.. The one that took some new graphics
and added story back for some more enjoyment and a new engine!. DO NOT BUY THIS
GAME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YOU DON'T NEED TO KNOW
WHY BECAUSE THE LIST IS TOO LONG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. i already have resource
pack, but i need more and it says i can have multiple purchases but i cannot add another one...
any help ?
. Overated to the extreme. Not worth it even at a sale price.. This game is ok but certainly not worth the money. I purchased it
thinking it was great and opened it and was shocked. There are only 3 routes you can choose from and 1 train only. The sound is
pretty basic and half the controls don't work. The graphics aren't nearly as good as I expected them to be.
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very good game remember the arcade style and it's very fast to download and fast to decorate the controls , there are just 2
problems , and the 1st problem is that anything you do , if your spaceships number ends you can't revive , like i went too far in a
level and i died too many times ( ended all your ships ) you can't revive to back to this part of the game , another problem is that
you can't remove the music and put just the shots sounds , or you mute or you play with the music and sounds of the shots and
other things , but very nice game i would give it a 7\/10 .. Great game like a top down hawken check out my video on it 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3oNW-Sgd0w. This is a fun game. Maybe the dictionary definition of such. I love shoot
em ups and Wasteland Angel is a lesson in how to make a good one. You have an awesome vehicle, loads of enemies, powerful
weapons, a clear objective in each level beyond just killing everything, huge bosses and even a halfway decent story to tie it all
together. It seems to end on a bit of a cliffhanger, so here's hoping for a sequel. It's also one of the few games I've gotten every
achivement in, so it holds a place in my heart for that reason. Plus, the protagonist is cute and she drives a Mustang. What more
do you want?. It's a game. Lots of breasts. Play it if you like slightly odd dating sims. Bit expensive for what it is, but there is a
lot of potential play time. Get it if it's on sale.. A good childhood game brought back to life. Oh♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Poland can't into
space but can into gaming. Huehuehuehue. An interesting game. Having never played the Doorways series myself, I am
interested and intrigued to check it out. Not being a fan to tenticles, I found the craked floor monsters a bit un-nerving at first
but after a while you get used to them. It is suprisingly scary for what it is. As one of the notes says, it is slightly 'Twisted' at
points although not in a bad way. Only realy two faults in it. Although myself I cannot spell to save life I did notice some
spelling and grammer errors. Therfore you may want to review your notes. =) Also I think adding a pause menu and a save
function (to said pause menu) may be useful to some players however I understnd that this is more work and time that you may
not want to put in.
If there was a numeric rating system I would give 8/10 but there is not so I will recomend the game. :)

P.S. Sorry for any spelling errors. :>. Magnificent game with lots of potential!

This game does not only expand the TW-style Grand Campaign mechanics by a whole economic dimension, but also managed
to grant a really immersive in-battle-experience.
Furthermore the developer (Singular!) manages to improve the game and fix minor errors in a marvelous amount of time. I am
anxious for the DLC :)

A must have for Strategy-fans!. may look nice, but there is a bug in the game (they know about it) it will play one day then the
next day or two it won't, even with the fix the bug thing they say to do, don't buy waste of time.
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